
LOVE! 

Introduction: 

1. There are words with a strong meaning in our vocabulary that bring powerful 

context. 

These words can be nouns, so names or words that describe things, or verbs… in other 

words, words with a great meaning behind 

The word uses the vocabulary we use in somehow, but the context it totally different. 

An example, they say: 

 I’m good,  

 But we know that good is not enough 

In the same way, people of the world say the love, and some of them do, but a truth is 

that the world says they love, but at the same time they refuse God   

1John 4:8 God is Love  

What we are going to speak is about love, thru love 

How can they refuse God and live in thru love?  

Discussion 

I. Love as the feeling 1Corintians 13: 

 

A. Verses 1 and 2 are in a miraculous context 

B. Verse 3 is in our context! 

C. Can be sacrifice without love? 

 

1) We see this first verses as something obvious, but looking beyond it 

is because sacrifice without love does not fit together,  

2) if there is not love in sacrifice, it is almost impossible to sacrifice, and 

if someone is able to sacrifice themselves without love, there is 

something different behind 

3) The love is in every action! Is in the cup of coffee that we drink in 

the morning (Litter things) 

4) In our society is the imaginary of a hero, those who are brave 

5) Sometimes we forget the hero that is sited next to us because we 

get us to. 

Verses 4 to 8: What love is? 



 

II. The love as an action 

 

Mateo 22:35-40 A new commandment I give to you, love your God above all 

things and your neighbor as your self 

He gave the commandment as one; it has to be accomplished complete. 

1) Love yourself, 

  

A. Physic love (Taking care of own flesh): 

a) Ephesians 5:29 because nobody ever hated his own flesh 

b) 1Timothy 5:23 taking care of our bodies 

 

 

B. Spiritual love (Let God love us): 

a) 1Timothy 4:8 Flesh is something we have to care, but spirit is above 

b) Romans 12:1 Present our body in a living and holy sacrifice 

c) Faith as a big shield (Eph 6:16) 

In that way you know from your own experience what is love about 

If you do not know how to love yourself, what is good for you, how can you do well to 

others? 

 Warning: (Luke 22:26) One of the misconceptions of love in the world, is being 

selfish, that is not love, even the position if respect is a misconception in the 

word, the biggest is the smallest   

 

Knowing how to love ourselves we could understand how to… ***  

III. Love our neighbor 

 

a) We loving our neighbor (Luke 10:25-37) 

 

 Now that we spoke about how to love ourselves we have to do the 

same to others   

b) We being the neighbor 

 

 The example of Joseph’s brothers 

 



Love in hearing, when we are admonished by the word of God, through one of 

our brothers, sometimes we harden our hearts, as children who refuses his father’s 

discipline 

 

IV. Love God 

 

 1John 4:7-10 Is accomplish doing all that we said before  

 1John 4:20 we cannot love God if we do not love our brother 

 Love God is thrust in God enough to feel the need as a new born 

baby  

 

Conclusion 

1Corintians 13  

2Peter 1:2-7 

God is love 


